The QBC STAR is a dry hematology analyzer that delivers a 9-parameter Complete Blood Count with the touch of a button. The STAR’s unique microprocessor performs self-calibration, ensuring accuracy. The STAR comes with 2 rolls of thermal printer paper, screwdriver, forceps, patient ID keyboard, 10 each of 1.8 mm and 2.3 mm blade lancets, 8GB USB memory stick, and external power supply and cord. For 120 V, 60 Hz/230 V, 50 Hz operation.

Same as above except for use outside the U.S.A.

A box of 100 STAR Tubes. STAR Tubes are the only tubes designed to work with the STAR.

These control samples are designed to test blood cell count values, and are a necessity for U.S. customers to meet CLIA requirements for the STAR. The controls are shipped every three weeks, and contain 6 vials each of two different blood samples.

These control samples are designed to meet CLIA requirements for calibration verification. They contain 2 vials each of 3 different blood samples. Note: Unlike hematology controls (424304), extended range controls are available on an as-needed basis.

These spring loaded lancets are ideal for drawing blood for use with the STAR Tubes. The green 1.8 mm version is designed for pediatric use.

The blue 2.3 mm Blade Lancets are designed for use on adult patients.

Three rolls of 2.5 inch thermal paper for use with the STAR’s internal printer.

Package of five replacement fuses for the STAR. 

Note: For use with STAR analyzers manufactured on or before March 31, 2013

Used to enter Patient and Operator ID numbers into the STAR.

Note: For use with STAR analyzers manufactured on or before March 31, 2013

Replacement keyboard used to enter Patient and Operator ID numbers into the STAR. 

Note: For use with STAR analyzers manufactured after April 1, 2013

Used for scanning barcodes found on the box of QBC STAR Tubes.

Note: For use with STAR analyzers manufactured after April 1, 2013
421634
QBC Line Cord (USA)
Replacement line cord for STAR analyzers in use within the United States.

421554
QBC Line Cord (U.K.)
Replacement line cord for STAR analyzers in use within the United Kingdom.

421551
QBC Line Cord (Europe)
Replacement line cord for STAR analyzers in use within Europe.

9000-900-000
Carrying Case (Small)
This hard plastic case comes with wheels and foam inserts to easily transport and protect the STAR during travel. Dimensions - 20.5 inches long x 20.5 inches high x 19.25 inches deep. Weight - 30 pounds.

429627
Carrying Case (Large)
Protect the STAR during transportation with this hard shell waterproof case. Includes four wheels and convenient handle for moving the case. Large enough to accommodate the STAR, external power supply, external keyboard, Operators manual and other accessories used in the operation of the STAR. Dimensions – 31.28 inches long x 24.21 inches high x 17.48 inches deep. Weight – 36 pounds

429644
Replacement External Power Supply
Replacement power supply for use with STAR analyzers manufactured after April 1, 2013.

6000-200-149
USB 8GB Memory Stick
Used for downloading support file.